1. In a recent manuscript K. Matsumoto has proved that there exists no general Picard theorem for functions meromorphic outside a set of logarithmic capacity zero. More precisely: given a closed set E of logarithmic capacity zero, then there exists another closed set F of capacity zero and a f unction ƒ (z), meromorphic in the complement of F and with essential singularities at all points of F, such that ƒ (z) omits the set E. This result indicates that there is no Picard theorem at all for any perfect set. We shall here show that there still is an essential problem left, by giving an example of a set F for which a strong Picard's theorem holds.
THEOREM. There exists a linear closed set of positive capacity such that every function j\z), meromorphic outside F and omitting 4 values is rational.
2. We construct F as a Cantor set on (0, 1) where the successive ratios £ F decrease and satisfy the condition log*, (2.1) lim--= -oo. 3. Let J n -i be an interval in the (» -l)st subdivision of (0, 1). In the next construction, 7 n -i is divided into J» and /» of lengths l n and a complementary interval o> n . With the midpoint of I n as center, we construct the following circles: 
